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 And the result is a neat loop. For example, I found a video of dogs playing with toy cars, so I put up a soundtrack to go with it,
the result is a cool, smooth loop for your background. Download BitRake Live Able to create impressive live videos without

having any special skills, BitRake Live is ideal for anyone who needs to make short, but impressive promotional videos. You can
add visual effects like text overlay, slides, music, and so on, then share the video with the world. Omnigraffle An essential

design tool, Omnigraffle allows you to create diagrams, flowcharts, and prototypes with minimal effort. From any file type, you
can import a photo, then trace, use shapes, and select and arrange components to create an impressive flowchart or illustration.

VideoCobra VideoCobra is the tool you need to create any visual effect, like video transitions, motion graphics, and more. It’s a
visual effects application that allows you to choose from a variety of components, set the speed of the animation, and apply it to

an entire video clip. LazyLine For those of you who need to create cool and fascinating headlines and images, LazyLine is a
must-have tool. Instead of spending hours in Photoshop tweaking the perfect images, just upload a screenshot, then you can edit

it with LazyLine, changing brightness, white balance, saturation, and more. The result can be used as an image or headline.
Timelapse Timelapse is a great tool that allows you to create professional-looking timelapse videos easily. All you need to do is

add photos, set the interval and time length, and the result is a stunning video you can share with the world. Videoprojector
Videoprojector can create virtual reality (VR) videos from a video clip, in a few easy steps. All you need to do is add a photo or
video to the virtual camera, apply various filters, and voilà, a VR video that can be shared to the web. LumaFusion A nice tool

for video editing, LumaFusion is a motion graphics and video editor that allows you to trim the video, add visual effects
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